
 
 
 

TThhee  VVaarriieettyy  FFoorrmmaatt  
  
PPeenntteeccoossttaall  ''HHyyppee''  
It is with great irony that I as a Pentecostal pastor and prophet feel the need to talk 
about hype. The last 30 years has seen the full emergence of the performance church 
ethic. It seems that a church or successful church now requires an integrated 
performance mentality where the segments are carefully stage managed. Having used 
this variety format myself for more than 15 years, I now feel qualified to discuss some of 
its problems. 

As a former theatrical stage manager I have some extra hands on insight into this and 
can appreciate that it is a very successful formula. The basic formula of the variety show 
has been developing progressively for at least 50 to 100 years. The fact it took the 
church decades to realize this and find a way of incorporating it is interesting. Most 
ministers that use this model may object to the title, but I defy any of them to deny the 
reality that the church model is based on the same principles as that were developed as 
a successful stage and TV formula. 

The figures speak for themselves. Churches that successfully use this model are the 
ones that are attracting people. It is even a reasonable thing, that given the option, 
people want to choose a church that puts some effort into entertaining them and their 
kids, and provides some amusing Christian relief to the rubbish of life. It is very attractive 
as an option. The only large, no that is too mild for this, the only mega problem is that no 
one in their right mind would for one minute suggest that Jesus ever intended to build a 
church that needed an expectation of regular entertainment, before it would commit to 
meet together.  

However, it is now all the rage and year by year steadily taking over from all forms of the 
traditional church. You do not need to be a prophet to see that another 20 years will be 
all it takes for the variety church to be firmly in control, and the traditional word based 
service will become hard to find. Some would say that most of that was boring stuff 
anyway and deserves to be replaced. Having sat through many boring services I 
sympathize with that. Of course there is no guarantee that the replacement will be any 
less boring! 

Along this path that is being traveled as we speak, multitudes of landmark church 
buildings and the heritage, cohesiveness, and tradition that helps hold communities 
together will go to the wall. Perhaps even up to 75% of them will go, because their 
structure is not flexible enough to be suited to a variety format. You see a large part of 
tradition is visually based on things that look permanent, so when you remove the visual 
reinforcement, the changes accelerate. Signs on old church buildings that say furniture 
warehouse, and op-shop, simply do not reassure anyone about spiritual values! 

Enter the brave new world of the church where only the Catholic and Orthodox Church 
will be able for a time to stand against the rise of these various independent Pentecostal 



and evangelical churches. This huge shift in the spiritual landscape will be gradual, but 
without doubt will continue, having great social and political impact and create numerous 
problems. 

Are we all feeling uncomfortable now? As it happens, I am too! 

  

THE VARIETY FORMAT 
As it relates to a church model 

Please note I am not preaching against it! Having used it myself for more than 20 years I 
understand how useful this format can be. The point is - it appears that very few 
people understand the problems that are an integral part of the model. In the 
steady but relentless replacing of traditional word based services with variety based 
services these problems are not being addressed. Perhaps some of them can not be 
addressed, but those that can should be! I am merely pointing out a painful reality. All 
formats have their problems. 

Within this reality it must be acknowledged that there are many variations of the variety 
show, however the following is an analysis of the general format and associated 
problems. Also included are some of the ultimate results for those that ignore the 
problems. 

  

ANALYSIS 
An analysis of the church variety formats basic operating requirements 

1.   It relies on slick presentation skills rather than knowledge of God's Word. 

2.   Relies heavily on flexible, spiritually minded musicians that can play a bit by ear. 
These are hard to find! Therefore by nature it encourages centralized large 
churches that can rely on just a few very good musicians. 

3.   Relies on musicians with good rhythm and good voice. Most of your average 
church muso's do not have the good off beat rhythm skills required for Afro-
American influenced music, they tend to sing flat, and the backup harmonies 
can sound terrible. This makes half the congregation, or those with a tuned ear 
wince inwardly and wonder why they forgot their ear plugs! 

4.   Works best with almost no sermon 

5.   One Bible reading only. It should be very short, or even better just alluded to. 

6.   Content should be 95% lightweight, keep it comfortable, amusing and moving 
along whenever possible. 

7.   When addressing serious issues -- DON'T! Try to avoid all the painful issues. 
Take a suitable head sized bucket of sand with you. Find a way to make them 
amusing if you can not escape addressing them 



8.   Entertainment is paramount, because people will rarely remember any of the 
content for long. 

9.   Comic relief fits in very well. 

10. In reality it is all congregation driven, because if they don’t like it some of them 
move on. If too many people leave it is very discouraging for the rest, and 
becomes contagious. This is why some churches have a revolving door feeling 
to them. 

11. Does not really need a minister (with a degree in theology) – just a reasonably 
good presenter and organizer with a church background. When the money runs 
out, that is the sort of thing that will happen. The irony is that as long people 
trust the person, it may even work better without a minister. 

12. Requires a light airy flexible space with good acoustics, capable of creating a 
warm comfortable atmosphere. So if your building has terrible acoustics, and 
looks a bit grey and shabby, be prepared for difficulties. 

13. Suitably modern (enjoyable!) coffee and cake area. 

14. Reliable up to date equipment (whatever type!). 

15. When all has been said and done well – it’s all very enjoyable! 

  

The Minimal Level Approach  
The average small church (less than 50) normally operates on a minimal level of most of 
the above, with a few standout features. Those standout features are usually whatever 
people just happen to be good at. Predictably because building issues are very 
expensive they are left in the too hard basket most of the time or just patched up. 

If, like many Pentecostal churches, you use a variety service, but have difficulty finding 
the money or enough talented people to really make it work well, you may end up with a 
minimal result as well. The bottom line here is that just like in show biz where these 
principles really came from the variety service relies heavily on a combination of 
opportunity, position, innovation, talent, and money, and a wise coordination of 
these is necessary. 

  

PROBLEMS 
There are big problems progressively generated by this church model. The above model 
may (or may not!) create success, and a following, but by nature it can not provide any 
depth UNLESS the minister believes in teaching the word or can provide some way of 
delivering that depth. In other words, the minister must find a way to successfully 
fight against the basic driving forces behind the variety church without 
undermining it. 

  



WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS?  
The following problems are naturally and progressively generated in regular services 
and therefore must be addressed successfully in some way. These changes may take 
some years and/or a change of minister but will they will steadily filter in. By that time 
most of the damage will already have been done. 

Heavily relies on maintaining a high X factor percentage 
       - Meditation and silence become more and more difficult to achieve 
       - God presence is not essential (It is preferable, but you can do without)  
       - 'Presence' can be created 

 Works on a high congregation comfort level  
        - Don't rock the boat!  
        - Bless only bless (don’t mention the curse or sin words to much).  
        - Driven by the limitations of the congregation (time, fatigue),  

rather than the possibilities. 

In depth Bible teaching is largely not necessary  
(and is difficult to fit in regularly)  

        - An ad-hoc form of fundamentalist home grown theology stays  
        - Lack of teaching means it can become ‘belief without much reason’ 

Short motivational talks can take over  
         - Just something with a moral or just cause  
         - A comment on a current issue (and use a large prop.)  
         - Very little Scripture is read aloud  
         - Very little Scripture is read by the congregation  
         - Therefore the people do not bring their Bibles, or look them up  

(even if brought them!)  
        - Scripture is mentioned in passing or generally alluded to 

A prolonged drop in your performance energy level becomes a serious 
thing  
         - People will leave church  
         - Dissatisfaction and false smiles will become tangible 

If good muso's leave, others often follow 

Relies on being popular & 'with it' (according to the target age range)  
         - No old songs or hymns unless you jazz them up!!  
         - Also relies on regular theatrical items (dance, drama, etc.)  
         - Creative congregational input and support is critical  

Building issues now must be resolved  
         - This format can be very expensive (but looks good!) 
         - No more old pews, small strips of carpet and minimal maintenance,  
               renovation must happen  
         - Relies on a modern flexible building arrangement to help create atmosphere  
         - Traditional dark and stark appearances must all disappear. 

  



FINAL STATEMENT 
Many churches these days are largely congregation driven. They choose the clergy, vote 
for the elders, choose the programs that happen, etc. Therefore this article is as much 
for them as for the leaders. Over a number of years and a few ministers, a serious 
church service can morph into little more than a coffee and cake club for those that want 
to be socially entertained and be with other Christians. Church death can be an 
extremely drawn out affair, even when there are just a handful of members left and they 
can no longer attract a minister, they often manage to keep going for many years.  

The point is that it does not always have to end up like that. As for any service, the 
leadership need to agree on the essentials that can not be compromised and find ways 
to promote and monitor them. If this is not maintained, the natural forces within this 
format will continue in their own direction whether you like it or not. All formats have their 
weaknesses; some are so inflexible that they simply can not survive in today’s society 
without severe changes. 

Having watched some churches use this format, travel down this path and get lost along 
the way, I was determined to produce this serious analysis that takes into account the 
origin of the species. Church life surveys have tended to focus on the elements of 
growing churches and dying churches. These are all useful and play their part, but a full 
understanding of where the format came from is required before you can understand 
what may happen, or is happening to your church. I have written this article for good 
advice on how to identify some of the more critical issues, and as a serious warning for 
those who decide that this format is the best thing since sliced bread and will do it all for 
them if they just go with the flow! 
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